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PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS
FOR PROFESSIONALS

Klober is one of the leading specialists for high quality, innovative
wall and roof components. Our offering includes components for
pitched, flat roofs and walls.
The Klober system solutions complement our proven product
range and cover specific functions such as ventilation, wind and
air tightness, insulation, energy efficiency, connection and fixing,
as well as roof safety. By providing professional solutions that
enhance the functional and aesthetic quality of buildings, we
aim to give our business partners a competitive edge.
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Universal products and systems that offer
outstanding value for money
We provide both standard and specialised products, all of
which offer high quality, durability, long-lasting performance
and outstanding value for money. Most of our products can be
combined to create complete systems, meaning that we are a
one-stop shop for all our customers’ needs. Our products comply
with the latest industry standards and legal requirements, and
are designed for universal application. As a result, they can be
fitted with the widest possible range of roof coverings and wall
constructions. This makes them easier to specify, easier to work
with and more reliable in terms of functionality.

Decades of experience and a strong
European presence

A safe choice when it comes to
components for buildings

Klöber was founded in the German town of Schwelm in 1960.
The company’s international headquarters are located in the heart
of Europe in Oberursel, near Frankfurt am Main. The company has
subsidiaries in other European countries, enabling us to offer our
customers‘ at the highest service standards and ensure developments
adheres to geographical needs. Thanks to our decades of experience,
extensive market knowledge and technical expertise, we are able to
continuously develop our offering in line with the latest installation,
construction and architectural trends. To do this, we work closely
with leading research and development centres and roofers’ and
architects’ associations.

To help our business partners become even more successful, we
also provide them with a comprehensive range of training programs
and other services – relating to everything from selling to installation.
In addition, we give them expert advice on upcoming regulations,
trends and technology that affect installation practice and building
trends.
Whatever their role in the construction and fitting out of the
building shell may be: our products and solutions will help our
business partners to gain a competitive edge, allowing them to
feel confident that they have made the right decision.
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YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERT FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC
AND SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEMS ACCESSORIES

For the installation of solar energy collectors or photovoltaic
modules not only the system itself but also the selection of the
matching accessories plays a decisive role. Roof-mounted systems
in particular require secure fixing methods which can also
resist high wind loads and guarantee watertight connections for
pipes and cables. These are needed to guarantee water tightness
for the life of the roof.
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As expert professional for roof accessories, Klober offers universal
and reliable methods for roof-mounted and roof-integrated
systems.
On the following pages we should like to present to you our
Klober professional roof accessories for the expert erection of
roof-mounted designs.

Be on the safe side with our
range of products

A

Solar Panel Support system
Venduct® Solar Panel Support absorbs
high forces such as the ones caused by
heavy wind uplift without putting any strain
on the roof tiles themselves. It also ensures
that the roof covering remains watertight.
When used under traditional metal hook
supports, Easy-Form® Tile Guard helps
to reduce the risk of water ingress and
expensive maintenance should a tile break.

B

PV / ST Outlets
Venduct® Solar Outlets creates
a watertight seal around cables and
pipes which pass through the roof. Use
in conjunction with its range of Sealing
Collars to create an air- and windtight
seal around the penetration.

C

Ventilation
Klober offers a flexible Base Tile
to ventilate under solar energy or
photovoltaic system panels whilst
providing problem-free weatherproof
installation to the roof covering and
adhering to air tightness.

D

Additional Solar Roof Accessories
Klober offers additional products
such as underlays, roof support
membranes and connector aprons
especially for roof-integrated systems.

E

Lead replacement flashings
Klober offers lead replacement
flashings sold under Haus Profi, (a brand
of Klober Ltd) for apron flashing and tile
guard to avoid tile breakage
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE KLOBER SOLAR-LINE RANGE

B
B

A

C
A

Air and windtight sealing

Integrated Roof Solar Systems

Klober offers several sealing collars that are compatible with the
Permo® underlays and the Wallint® vapour barriers and ensure
air and windtight connections of solar pipes and cables. With
their self-adhesive lower side, they are a simple and quick
connection solution.

Klober‘s SOLAR-LINE is completed by professional solutions for
the roof-integrated installation of solar systems. Among these
are, for example, the Easy-Form solar connection apron for the
connection of the module to the roof covering, or the sheathing
membrane/underlay Permo® extreme with a high
thermal stability of up to 100°C.

For the watertight and airtight connection of cables, we
recommend a smaller sealing collar or the flexible tapes,
such as e.g. Permo® TR.
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A

Klober‘s solutions permit the professional, permanent
and safe installation of roof-mounted systems.

 Venduct® Solar Panel Support and accessories
 Venduct® Uniplus solar panel support
 Easy-Form® solar sealing collar

B

Venduct® PV / ST Outlets
Solar cables of roof-mounted and roof-integrated systems
have to be routed watertight through the roof covering as well
as the roof structure.

 Venduct® PV Cable Outlet
 Venduct® Solar Thermal Outlet kit
 Accessories

C

Ventilation

The Venduct® Universal Vent Tile provides safe ventilation of roofs
below solar systems.

D

 Venduct® Universal Vent Tile
 Accessories

D

Additional roof products for solar systems
Klober offers additional products such as underlays,
roof support membranes and connector aprons especially
for roof-integrated systems.
 Permo® extreme underlays, roof support membranes and
accessories
 Easy-Form® universal aluminium flashing

Accessories and solutions for:
Roof-mounted

Roof-integrated

Klober offers a wide range of accessories for roof-mounted and
roof-integrated solar energy systems.
For your convenience to help you quickly and easily decide for
which application each product is recommended, each solution
is marked with the symbols above.
Photovoltaics

Solar thermal

One system, many benefits
Klober, the specialist for professional roofing accessories,
offers solutions for the watertight installation of solar
systems on the roof. The focus of SOLAR-LINE is on the
safe installation of solar systems as well as on the routing of
solar cables through the functional layers of the roof covering.

For your convenience to help you quickly and easily decide for
which application each product is recommended, each solution
is marked with the symbols above.
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THE SIMPLE AND SURE SOLUTION FOR FIXING
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
Many home owners complain that solar
energy systems are not installed properly
on their roofs.
From practical experience it is clear to the roof specialist that
this is where mistakes have been made. For example, tiles can
be damaged during substandard fixing and installation of solar
energy systems, wind loads arising are not considered and holes
through roofs are not sealed in a watertight manner. Yet technical
codes and standards, for example, make heavy demands on the
rain-proofing of a roof covering.

The Venduct® Universal Base Tile has proved itself for years in
watertight outlets through roof structures. Covering the roof
without effort or complication and matching almost all concrete
roof tiles and tiles, the Venduct® Universal Base Tile was tested
in a wind tunnel and is applicable for roof pitches of at least 16
to 65 degrees. Its universal applicability also simplifies storage.
Building on this basis of success Klober is now expanding its
range of products to include also specifically solar energy
components, which reflect its comprehensive know-how in the
field of roof accessories.

Installations that are not properly carried out can cause serious
financial risks if the projected gains ( e.g. feed-in tariffs) have to
be used for repeated services and repairs.
The Venduct® Solar Panel Support can take up considerable
forces (which for example are caused by wind loads) up to 2,500
N without problem, without stress on the roof tiles. In this way
possible water damage can be prevented from the start.
But not only the fixing but also roof penetrations for cables and
pipes must be carefully executed. Cables and pipes may not be
damaged by snow and wind loads but an improper sealing of the
penetration bears serious risks of water damage to the whole
roof construction.

FIXING
ELECTRICAL
MODULES
DESIGN

8%
12%

55%

25%

Source: www.solar-sachverständiger.de

Venduct® Universal Base Tile - One perfect base designed from roofers for roofs adjustable for multiple application.
Venduct®
Duo Thermal Outlet Kit
Venduct®
Solar Thermal Outlet Kit
Venduct®
PV Cable Outlet

Venduct®
Universal Base Tile

Venduct®
Solar Panel Support
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Venduct®
Universal Tile Vent

NO MORE COMPLAINTS BECAUSE OF
INADEQUATE FIXING!
The first requirement of this regulation is for the roof to be
weather-tight. In the case of pitched roofs the document states
that any roof will meet the requirement if it has overlapping
dry joints, is impervious or weather-resisting, and is backed by
a material which will direct precipitation which enters the roof
towards the outer face (as with roofing felt).
Impervious materials include metal, plastic and bituminous
products, weather-resisting materials include natural stone or
slate, cement based products, fired clay and wood.

The entry of moisture and
danger of mould are inevitable

The regulation goes on to state “Dry joints between roofing sheets
should be designed so that precipitation will not pass through
them, or the system should be designed so that precipitation
which enters the joints will be drained away without penetrating
beyond the back of the roofing system. Note: Whether dry joints
are suitable will depend on the design of the joint or the design
of the roof system and the severity of the exposure to wind driven
rain. This would imply that dry joints between roof tiles, slates and
roofing components need to be suitable for the situation, location
and with other components.

Particularly in the case of roof coverings with perimeter pleats and
rain barriers which should prevent the penetration of rain into the
roof, there is an increased risk using conventional solar hooks. If
inroads are made into the roof covering system because areas of
tiling must be removed with the use of Flexitool tile cutters, the
integrity of the watertighting is no longer guaranteed. The entry
of moisture and danger of mould are inevitable.

P
STO
Broken tile caused by
overloading, faulty installation

P
STO

A danger of mould through
blocked ventilation or
damaged cables

P
STO
Leaks and crushed cables
through inexpert laying

P
STO

Water and ventilation leak
caused by inadequate
installation

P
STO
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VENDUCT® SOLAR PANEL SUPPORT SYSTEM –
STRONG AND SAFE
The high-quality material of the Venduct® Solar Panel Support
ensures that the fixing of the solar energy system complies with
local roofing standards. Through combination with the Venduct®
Universal Base Tile the fixing can be used with many types of roof
tiles (e.g. with flat to high profiled roof tiles).

The superimposed sealing collar ensures that the passing of the
holder through the roof covering is watertight, in order to avoid
leaks from penetration of moisture. In the system with the special
solid Timber Support Base with reinforcement bars the Venduct®
Solar Panel Support shows outstanding loadbearing properties.

Venduct® Solar Panel Support system
Area of application
 Applicable for roof pitches from 16° to 65°
 Combination with many rail systems by adaptor
(for photovoltaics)
 Matches most clay tiles and concrete roof tiles

Stainless steel clip and EPDM sealing
collar

Product features and benefits
 No load on roof tiles and therefore protection
against breakage and consequential leaks
 High loadbearing properties through transmission
of forces directly into the roof sub-structure
 No modification of roof tiles necessary
 Flexible fixing positioning independent of rafters
 Optimum water-proofing through EPDM collar
 High-quality workmanship and materials: building
authority approval (for wood & fixing material)
 Easy laying

Technical data
 Maximum pressure, vertically onto the roof: 2,500N
 Maximum tension, vertically to the roof: -2,500N
 Maximum tension, parallel to the side: 900N
 Maximum shear, parallel to the roof: 1,200N
 Minimum rafter thickness: ≥ 6cm
 Building materials class B2
 UV, weathering, aging and deformation-resistant

Venduct® Universal
Base Tile with special insert

Solar fixing in aluminium

Solid Timber Support Base with
reinforcement bar
Butt joint connection of galvanised
sheet metal

(nb: more details in the fitting instructions)

Broken tile caused by
overloading, faulty installation

P
STO
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Design loads in comparison
 Maximum tension at 1,200N in z-direction (corresponds to
compression)
 Design load: 1,200N in y-direction (corresponds to shear,
parallel to the roof)

Venduct® Solar Panel
Support kit

Conventional heavy-duty roof hooks in internal test simulation (linear structural
analysis with Finite Element Programme)

Includes two Venduct® solar
fixings and Venduct® Universal
Base Tiles with special inserts,
stainless steel clips, EPDM collars
and fixing screws.

Standard solar fixing

KE8170

y

Plastic deformation of heavy-duty roof
look possible (from circa 300N/mm²).



z

Solid Timber Support
Base kit

Venduct® Solar Panel Support

Available official buiding
approval for the water proof
bended multiplex board and
fixing accessories. The structural
system design of the fixing system
is according to DIN standard
1052 and 1055 and Eurocode1.

KE8105
KE8185

1050mm
850mm

y

z



Even with heavy loads
no permanent plastic
deformation of the system.

Butt joint connection kit
The butt joint connector in
galvanised sheet metal is used
for additional reinforcement with
two solid Timber Support Bases
connected on one rafter.

KE8124		
KE8133		

24mm
33mm
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VENDUCT® UNIPLUS SOLAR PANEL SUPPORT

Venduct® Uniplus Solar Panel Support made from cast-iron with
optimised hole pattern for flexible application on the rafter.
Suitable for most roof coverings.

EPDM sleeve for waterproof sealing and protection against the
ingress of melting snow or rain water.

Venduct® Uniplus Solar Panel Support

EPDM sealing collar

Area of application
 Suitable for roof pitches from 15°-65° (KE8191) / 22°-60°
(KE8192)
 Suitable for use with most clay and concrete roof tiles, plain
and slate tiles, fibre cement tiles and bitumen shingles
 Adapters allow it to be used with many different PV rail systems
Product features and benefits
 Flexible applicable holder plate for optimal solar system design
 No load on roof tiles – therefore protection against breakage
and consequential leaks
 High load-bearing properties through improvement
of transmission of forces
 No modification of roof tiles necessary
 Universal solar fixing suitable for most roof coverings

Venduct® Universal
Base Tile
with special insert

Durability / Material Building Class (base tiles)
UV, weathering, aging and deformation resistant; B2

Venduct® Uniplus Solar fixing in aluminium

Quality tests (Solar Panel Support)
 Material testing (TÜV Rheinland)
 Load bearing capacity analysis (LGA Tested Quality)

Forces (rated values)
Pressure: 			
Traction: 			
Transverse (vertical):

1,50 kN
1,49 kN
1,00 kN

Product code
Venduct® Uniplus Solar fixing in aluminium

In combination with the Venduct® Universal
Base Tile or Venduct® Slate Base Tile suitable
for the majority roof coverings.

KE8180

(nb: more details in the fitting instructions)

TECHNICAL DATA
Suitable for roof pitches:

KE8191:
KE8192:

15°-65° (for clay and concrete roof tiles)
22°-60° (for plain, slate, fibre cement tiles and
bitumen shingles)

KE8191:

450 x 425mm (tile); 395 x 360mm (cladding width)
red (-0100), anthracite (-0429), brown (-0247)
290 x 600mm (tile); 201mm (cladding width)
red (-0100), anthracite (-0429)

Note: The system design requires a static calculation (wind- and snow load).

Product codes / Dimensions / Colours
Venduct® Base Tiles

KE8192:
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PREVENTS THE INGRESS OF WATER UNDER
THE ROOF COVERING
The Easy-Form® Solar Sealing Collar re-establishes the
watertightness of the roof covering, which is impaired by the
removal of the interlocking joints of the roof tiles for installation
of solar hooks. If a roof tile cracks because of high appield load,
water can permeate into the roof structure.

Easy-Form® Solar Sealing Collar also helps in this case to protect
the roof structure from the ingress of water and snow and to
prevent damage caused by water until the next scheduled
maintenance.

Easy-Form® Solar Sealing Collar
Elastic EPDM-collar seal

Area of application
 Can be used for roof pitches of 10° and over
 Compatible with almost all concrete and clay tiles
as well as roofing slate
Product features and benefits
 Protection against rain and fine snow at head interlocking joint
 Can be used with numerous of standard solar hooks
 Can be universally used with all types of roofings
 Self-fixing to dry surfaces with adhesive butyl strip
 Easily mouldable to fit with any profile
 Environmentally friendly, lead-free

Aluminum with full-surface
butylon coating and
reinforcement layer

Release foil

Easy-Form® Solar Sealing
Collar
for clay and concrete roof tiles

Broken tile caused by overloading, faulty installation

KW0045

 anthracite
 black		
 brown 		
 red 		

P
STO

-0469
-0450
-0248
-0154

Easy-Form® Solar Sealing
Collar
for slate tiles, fibre cement tiles
and bitumen shingles

KW0030

For Solar apron flashings and tile guard, Klober offers Wakaflex
and EasyFlash® as non lead flashings sold under Haus Profi
(contact Sales office 0845 600 4427 to request for a brochure).

®

 anthracite
 black		
 red 		

-0469
-0450
-0154
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VENDUCT® PV CABLE OUTLET - NO MORE
PROBLEMS WITH THE CABLE THROUGH THE ROOF
Flexible fitting strips at the sides allow the easy, watertight
installation of the Universal Base Tile into the roof covering.
An internal foam strip protects against rain penetration.

The Klober Venduct® PV Cable Outlet ensures watertight
installation of up to 16 cables through the roof covering.
The Universal Base Tile also fits perfectly underneath solar
energy or photovoltaic systems in every roof tile shape.

Venduct® PV Cable Outlet
Area of application
 Applicable for pipe and cable diameters of 4 – 8mm
 Applicable for roof pitches from 16° to 65° / 22°-60°
 Fitting most clay tiles and concrete roof tiles,plain and
slate tiles, fibre cement tiles and bitumen shingles

Cover of proven UV-resistant special PVC

Product features and benefits
 Watertight penetration of up to 16 cables in pre-fabricated
kit method
 Usable for a variety of cable types (e.g. pv, antenna or lamp
cables)
 Optimum sealing through additional foam strip
 Made of proven UV-resistant special PVC
 Easy laying

Venduct® PV Cable Outlet
Adaptor extended by a further
8 outlets

Sealing strip and
additional foam
water-proofing

Technical data
 Building materials class B2
 Applicable for pipes and cables 4 – 8mm in diameter
 UV, weathering, aging and deformation-resistant
(nb: more details in the fitting instructions)

Venduct® Universal Base Tile
with special insert

A danger of mould through blocked ventilation
or damaged cables

Leaks and crushed cables
through inexpert laying

P
STO
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Venduct® PV Cable Outlet
Universal
Fitting most clay tiles and concrete
roof tiles

Venduct PV Cable Outlet
for Slate (for up to 16
cables)
®

The pre-assembled product is offered
in two versions. For outlets up to 16
cables please use the conversion
piece.

Venduct® PV Cable Outlet
Universal with long apron*
(for up to 8 cables)
... and for the watertight installation of
up to 8 cables through
the roof.

*not in stock in UK, made to order

Product codes
 Universal for Tile 8 Cables
 Universal for Tile16 Cables*

KE8073
KE8074

 Universal with long apron for Tile 8 Cables*
 Universal with long apron for Tile16 Cables*

KE8068
KE8069

 for Slate 8 Cables
 for Slate 16 Cables*

KE8075
KE8076

 8 to 16 Cables Conversion Piece

KE8082

Colours:
 anthracite
 black		
 darkbrown
 red 		

-0429
-0450 (only for slate)
-0247 (only for universal and long apron)
-0100

Releated Products
Klober sealing collars
 For air and wind-tight adhesion of solar pipes to underlay
membrane and vapour barrier
 UV, weathering, frost, aging-resistant and permanently elastic
 Obtainable for wide range of diameters
8-12mm
				
KE8092
15-22mm 				KE8093
25-32mm 				KE8094
42-55mm 				KE8090
50-70mm 				KE8091

Venduct® PV Cable Outlet
Adaptor*
For subsequent extensions the
Venduct® PV Cable Outlet can
be extended by a further 8 outlets
with the aid of the adaptor.

*not in stock in UK, made to order
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VENDUCT® SOLAR THERMAL OUTLET KIT
VENDUCT® DUO SOLAR OUTLET KIT
The Venduct® Solar Thermal Outlet Kit is the optimum solution
for the installation of solar energy pipes and photovoltaic
system cables through the roof. Due to its unique shape in
combination with an elastic EPDM sealing collar the penetration
has a watertight fit and thus protects the roof structure from water
damage. In a kit with the Venduct® Universal Base Tile or the
Venduct® Slate Base Tile quick installation on site is ensured
through prefabrication.
The Venduct® Duo Solar Outlet Kit is the ideal solution for

allowing twin cables pass through the roof while fully protected
from rain and wind. The outer casing can be twisted variably
at the side, so that laying direction of the pipes can be chosen
freely. The Venduct® Duo Outlet Kit is prefabricated and quick
and easy to install.
In addition the Venduct® solar outlet & duo solar outler fit the
Venduct® 100 mm base tiles and can be combined with a broad
portfolio of roof tile and concrete roof tile profiles and colours.

Venduct® Solar Thermal Outlet Kit
Area of application
 Applicable for pipe outlets
 Applicable for pipe diameters of 10 to 70 mm
 Applicable for roof pitches of 16° to 65°
 Fits most clay tiles and concrete roof tiles
Product features and benefits
 Watertight penetration of solar pipes through
combination with an elastic EPDM collar
 Of proven UV-resistant special PVC
 EPDM collar heat-resistant up to 100° C
 Allows an air and wind-tight connection in combination
with the Klober Sealing Collar for solar pipes
 Easy laying
Technical data
 Building materials Class B2
 Applicable for pipe diameters of 10-70 mm
 UV, weathering, aging and deformation-resistant

Venduct® Solar Duo Outlet Kit

EPDM sensor cable outlet for later
installation (sealing enclosed)
UV-resistant EPDM nozzle
for 10 mm to 70 mm
in diameter

KE8089

Venduct® Universal Base Tile
with special insert

The Cap can be rotated
(360°), but check installation
instruction of further details!
UV-resistant EPDM nozzle
for 10 mm to 55 mm
in diameter

Area of application
 Can be used for twin cables with a diameter of 10 to 55 mm
 Matches almost all customary clay and concrete roof tiles,
slates, beaver-tail, fibre cement sheets and bitumen shingles
 Suitable for roof pitch of 15°-65° (KE 8270), 22°-60° (KE 8271)
Product features and benefits
 Rain-proof feed-through of twin cables due to the combination
with an elastic EPDM sealing collar
 Rotatable cap
 Low structural height
 Additional rubber seal for feeding through a cable of
max. Ø 6 mm (e.g. sensor cable)
 Simple and workmanlike laying of cables with the clip-on system
 Can be installed with very few tools
Technical data
 Building materials Class B2
 Applicable for pipe diameters of 10-55 mm
 UV, weathering, aging and deformation-resistant
(nb: more details in the fitting instructions)
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KE8070

KE8270

Venduct® Universal Base Tile
with special insert

Water and ventilation leak caused by
inadequate installation

P
STO

KE8070

Venduct® Solar Thermal
Outlet Kit - Universal
fits almost all roof coverings and is
available in the colours red, brown
and anthracite.

Venduct® Duo Solar
Outlet Kit - Universal
suitable for clay roof tiles and
concrete tiles.

KE8270

KE8067

Venduct® Solar Thermal
Outlet Kit - Universal with
long apron*
fits almost all roof coverings and is
available in the colours red, brown
and anthracite.

Venduct® Duo Solar Outlet
Kit - Univ. with long apron*
KE8267

KE8071

suitable for large-scale and strongly
profiled clay roof tiles and concrete
roof slabs.

Venduct® Solar Thermal
Outlet Kit - Slate
also available in combination with
the slate base tile as a pre-fabricated kit in black.

The Venduct® Solar Thermal Outlet Kit and the Venduct® Duo
Solar Outlet Kit can be combined with a large number of
Klober precision-fit base tiles and are available in a wide variety
of colours and products.
Colours:
 anthracite
 black 		
 red 		

-0429
-0450 (only for slate)
-0100

Releated Products
Klober sealing collars
 For air and wind-tight adhesion of solar pipes to underlay
membrane and vapour barrier
 UV, weathering, frost, aging-resistant and permanently elastic
 Obtainable for wide range of diameters
8-12mm
				
KE8092
15-22mm 				KE8093
25-32mm 				KE8094
42-55mm 				KE8090
50-70mm 				KE8091

Venduct® Duo Solar
Outlet Kit for slate/
beaver-tail covering
KE8271

suitable for slate, beaver-tail, fibre
cement sheets and bitumen
shingle roofing.

Venduct® Solar Thermal
Outlet
Method for penetration of pipes
of solar panels and cables of
photovoltaic systems. Through
combination with an elastic EPDM
sealing collar the cable outlet is
a watertight fit and in this way prevents
penetration of driving rain.

KE8089

* not in stock in UK, made to order
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VENDUCT® UNIVERSAL TILE VENT

Underneath solar energy or photovoltaic systems the Venduct®
Universal Tile Vent with the Universal Base Tile through the
upper and lower pleating fits each roof tile shape perfectly.

Please look for resistance to ammonia and hazardous materials
in the product information of the solar energy or photovoltaic
system manufacturers.

Because of the laterally flexible fitting strips the Venduct®
Universal Base Tile allows problem-free watertight installation
in the roof covering. Through its universal application, storage
can be simplified.

Venduct® Universal Tile Vent
Products
 Universal Tile Vent with Cap
 20K Universal Tile Vent
 20K Universal Slate Vent

15,000mm² ventilation area
20,000mm² ventilation area
20,000mm² ventilation area

Flat ventilation cap fits under
roof-mounted solar systems

Area of application
 Fits most clay and concrete roof tiles
 Applicable for roof pitches from 17.5° to 65°
Product features and benefits
 Ideal for installation under roof-mounted solar systems
 Universally applicable
 No sawing-off of ventilation pipes necessary
 Solar energy systems can be laid without gaps
 Made of proven UV-resistant special PVC
 Quick installation
 Matching flexpipes with diameters 100mm and
125mm with adaptor (see pascals table below for guidance)
 For Heat Recovery system use the large capacity vents of
20,000mm ventilation area with a 150mm adaptor (see pascals
table below for guidance)

Venduct® Universal Base Tile
with special insert

Technical data
 Building materials class B2
 UV, weathering , aging and deformation-resistant
 Airflow resistance:
15 litres/sec

30 litres/sec 		60 litres/sec

4 Pascals 		
3 Pascals 		

16 Pascals 		65 Pascals
12 Pascals 		47 Pascals

3 Pascals 		

11 Pascals 		43 Pascals

3 Pascals 		

9 Pascals 		36 Pascals

Universal Tile Vent
with 100mm pipe adaptor
with 125mm pipe adaptor

20k Universal Tile Vent
with 150mm pipe adaptor

20k Universal Slate Vent
with 150mm pipe adaptor

Please note also the fixing instruction.

No cutting-off or
relocation of old, already
existing roof ventilators
necessary. Instead of this
the existing outlet can be
replaced by the Venduct®
Universal Tile Vent.

P

STO
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Area of application
Fitting most clay tiles and concrete
roof tiles

Product codes and colours
Adaptor in 100 mm or
125 mm or 150mm
For problem-free connection of hoses
or HT (heating / high temperature)
pipe.

Venduct® Universal Tile Vent
 anthracite
 brown 		
 antique red
 terracotta

KG9854

-30
-36
-03
-34

Universal 20K Tile Vent 		
100mm
125mm
150mm

KG968300
KG979000
KG979700

 Slate Grey
 Brown 		

Fits pipe diameters 100 mm to 125
mm diameter and, as a result
of the elastic bellows construction,
usable for almost every roof
pitch, age-resistant, UV-resistant and
temperature-resistant for
years.

KU8001

Venduct® flexpipe

-0429
-0247

Universal 20K Slate Vent		
 Slate Grey
 Black		

Sealing Collar

KG9854-20

KG9795

-0429
-0450

Releated Products
100mm Adaptor 				
125mm Adaptor 				
150mm Adaptor		
Sealing Collar
100mm x 100mm Flexipipe
Adaptor and Flexipipe

KG968300
KG979000
KG979700
KU8001

		
		

KG979900
KG979800

150mm adaptor
installing as shown

Venduct® flexpipes are distinguished
by high flexibility and robustness and
can be used for different connection
diameters.

100mm x 100mm Flexipipe
KG979900
Adaptor and Flexipipe
KG979800
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PERMO® EXTREME RS SK2

Permo® extreme RS SK2 is a highly vapour perme and gluable
underlay for increased demands on raintightness on pitched roofs
(roof pitch >15° und snow load <4 KN/m²).

Of the high-temperature stability reason is Permo® extreme RS SK2
can be installed under the Solar Panels (In-roof system).

Permo® extreme RS SK2
Area of application
 Minimum roof pitch for Profile tiles – 12.5°
and for Flat tiles – 15°
Product features and benefits
 Highly vapour permeable (sd-value 0.08 m)
 Double self-adhesive strips permit permanent wind and
waterproof sealing of overlaps (shear resistance > 300 N
tested)
 High-temperature stability at peaks up to 100° C
and highly UV-resistant
 Fleece with capillary stop controls the formation
of condensation water Robust PES fleece ensures
improved mechanical load capacity, thus facilitating
the use on sheathing
 Sealing edge provides good overlapping and
improved water drainage
 High water tightness and tested against heavy rain
 Use with Klober accessories is recommended. These are
specially coordinated with the layer and included in the
warranty.
Installation note:
Klober recommends that the membrane is laid on a 12mm
plyboard/OSB then counter-battened. Butylon tape should be laid
underneath where the counter battens are due to be fixed, to seal
around any nail penetrations.
In accordance with BS5534 the minimum head lap of any
membrane needs to be 100mm when laid on a supported roof

Robust PES fleece

Overlapping Lines

Double self-adhesive strips for
wind and waterproof sealing

down to 15°, the 2 adhesive strips will meet, therefore no need for
any other adhesives. Below 15° the head lap would need to be
150mm, therefore, a butylon tape would be required to seal the
overlaps.
Contact Technical for further information.
Please note also the fixing instruction.

TECHNICAL DATA
Weight, DIN EN 1849-2
Fire rating, EN 13501-1, EN 11925-2
Resistance to water penetration, EN 1928
Water vapour permeability sd-value, EN 12572
Tensile strength longitudinal / transverse, EN 12311-1
Elongation longitudinal / transverse, EN 12311-1
Resistance to tearing (nail shank) longitudinal, EN 12310-1
Resistance to temperature
Water column, EN 20811
Resistance to air penetration
UV stability, EN 13859-1
Natural weathering as temporary covering
Heavy rain test at Technical University Berlin
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approx. 240 g/m2
E
W1
0,08 m
310 N/5 cm
45 %
215 N
-40ºC /+100ºC
> 4500 mm
< 0,1 m³/m² h 50 Pa
4 months
8 weeks
passed

360 N/5 cm
55 %
200 N

High water tightness
Fleece with capillary stop controls
the formation of condensation water
Robust PES fl eece ensures improved
mechanical load capacity, thus
facilitating the use on sheathing

Product code
Permo® extreme RS SK2 			KU0171-11
System accessories
Use with Klober accessories is
recommended. These are specially
coordinated with the layer and
included in the warranty.

Sealing Products
Permo® sealant
EPDM sealing collar
Permo® TR
Butylon® tape
Pasto® sealant

Roll size
1.5 x 50 m

75m2

Roll weight
12 kg
Releated products
 Permo® sealant				KU0136
 EPDM sealing collar			
KU8001
 Permo® TR				KU0121-1
 Butylon® tape 20mm			
KU0103
Butylon® tape 50mm			
KU0104
 Pasto® sealant				KU0128
 Underlay Support Tray			
KP973910
Contact Sales office for more information on Klober Roofing
Underlays.

Underlay Support Tray
 ensures no underlay is carried
into the gutter

 prevents water ponding behind

the fascia; thereby reducing long
term maintenance to the eaves
of a building
 Protects the roofi ng underlay
from UV degradation
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